Structural requirements for viroid processing by RNase T1.
Viroids are replicated via a rolling circle-like mechanism in which (+) strand oligomeric intermediates have to be cleaved enzymatically to unit-length molecules followed by ligation to mature circles. A transcript of potato spindle tuber viroid, which is still infectious, consists of a monomeric molecule with only 22 additional nucleotides, thus doubling part of the central conserved region of viroids. It was shown that this transcript can be cleaved and ligated in vitro to circles by RNase T1. To elucidate the site and mechanism of processing, 16 different site-specific mutants of this longer-than-unit-length transcript were constructed and analyzed by in vitro processing with RNase T1, infectivity studies, temperature-gradient gel electrophoresis, and structure calculations. The wild-type sequence and several mutated transcripts are able to adopt a particular secondary structure which is the prerequisite for enzymatic cleavage and ligation by RNase T1. This "processing structure" exposes both potential cleavage sites in the nearest spatial neighborhood, thus favoring the subsequent ligation to circles. Those mutated sequences for which the formation of the processing structure is impossible or thermodynamically highly unfavored are not processed. The results demonstrate that the particular structural features of viroids enable them to be cleaved and ligated by one and the same enzyme, RNase T1. The in vitro mechanism may serve as a mechanistic model for cellular processing of viroids.